Abstract. This paper proposes a framework for prosody conversion of emotional speech based on LIBSVM support vector regression model and PAD three dimensional emotion model. We design an emotional speech corpus including 11 kinds of emotional utterances. Each utterance is labeled the emotional information with PAD value. A five-scale tone model is employed to model the pitch contour of emotional speech at the syllable level. A LIBSVM SVR-based prosody conversion model is proposed to realize the transformation of pitch contour, duration and pause duration of emotional speech according to the PAD values of emotion and context information of text. Speech is then re-synthesized with the STRAIGHT algorithm by modifying pitch contour, duration and pause duration, and is compared with the results obtained by the generalized regression neural network. Experimental results show that the modified speech achieves 3.8 of average Emotional Mean Opining Score (EMOS).
Introduction
Emotion is an important part of the voice's naturalness and expressive. In the interactive process, it carries a wealth of information. In 1995, Professor Picard MIT of the United States of America proposed the concept of emotional computing, and published the first monograph "Affective computing" [1] in 1997.Speech signals have two channels conveying semantic information: one for linguistics, and the other for extra-linguistics, such as emotion. For harmonic Human-Machine Interaction, it is very important to consider these two channels synchronously [2] . Currently emotional speech synthesis mainly adopts speech synthesis methods based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) statistical parameter [3] and large-corpus based concatenation [4] . Although the former can use the method of speaker adaptation transform [5] [6] to realize emotional speech synthesis, the quality of statistical parameter speech synthesis is difficult accepted by users. Though speech synthesis by large-corpus based concatenation method can achieve high quality speech synthesis, it is very difficult to record different emotional corpus. Therefore, some studies propose a method to realize emotional speech synthesis through using the relationship between the emotional features and the acoustic characteristics of speech combining text analysis and emotional state. The paper [6] and paper [7] introduce different emotional psychological model to high expression speech synthesis. The paper [8] achieves emotional speech conversion by using PAD three dimensional emotion model and paper [9] uses SVR predicting emotional prosody parameter. But the all of these studies lack the modeling of fundamental frequency contour.
In order to convert F0 envelop in emotional speech conversion, the researcher structures 11 kinds of typical emotional text corpus, records relative voice corpus, labeling the PAD of voice corpus with psychological method, builds syllabic F0 model with Five-scale Tone Model [10] , and constructs the predicting model of emotional speech prosody parameter with Support Vector Regression algorithms (LIBSVM) [11] . According to the statement of the PAD value and contextual features predict target emotional speech prosody parameters. At the same time, using LIBSVM support vector regression predicts the same output parameters and compares it. Finally, using STRAIGHT [12] algorithm 
PAD three dimensional emotion model
The main methods of emotional description include discrete areas of emotion representation and the emotional dimension of the continuous change dimension representation. Category description method cannot indicate the relative relationship and changes among emotions and it is difficult to describe the mixed emotions. Therefore, this paper adopts PAD three dimensional emotion model [13] to describe emotional speech so that can expand the research of emotional speech to quantify emotional computational research.
Corpus construction and PAD evaluation
Text corpus. The content of text corpus not only considers certain length, but also has abundant emotion characteristics. In the project of text corpus construction, the researcher adopts the method that sentences with no emotional embeds into 11 kinds of typical emotional segments. In this way, it will stimulate the need of emotional characteristics easily than isolated sentences. In the experiment, the researcher designs 10 emotional section based on specific situation for each emotion, and each emotional segment embeds in a non-emotional bias statement, then forms 110 different segments. In the choosing of non-emotional bias statements, the researcher takes the length combination method. Five to six statements are longer which have 150 syllables, and four to five statements are shorter which have 50 syllables. In this way, there are 2200 syllables. Speech corpus. In the process of recording, the researcher chooses a female mandarin recorder who is not a professional actress to record in the recording studio. At first it requires to record neutral speech and then emotional speech. When recording neutral speech, the recorder is required to use a poker-face and unchanged tone and speed to read text. When recording other 10 kinds of emotional speech, the first step is to set a specific scene to stimulate recorder's relative emotion, and then to read text and record. For example, with recording sad emotional voice, by watching sad movie segments and pictures stimulate recorder's sad emotion. After simulating recorder's emotion, the recorder is required to explore natural emotional expression to read 10 emotional segments. The final recorded voice file with WAV form single track after 16k Hz sampling and 16 bit quantization. PAD evaluation. After recording speech corpus, the researcher adopts emotional scale of Chinese edition [14] , which is improved by the psychological center, Chinese Academy of Sciences, to evaluate the PAD score of recording speech corpus. Seeing from table I, the recording emotional voice can express the selected 11 kinds of emotion basically.
Conversion framework of emotional speech prosody based on Support Vector Regression
Conversion framework. This paper proposes emotional voice prosody conversion system based on SVR (see Fig. 1 ). It comprises two parts of training and conversion.
In the process of training, the first step is to extract syllabic context characteristic parameter from text corpus, and then making the PAD score which is from each syllabic context parameter and evaluation is as the condition property of LIBSVM. Meanwhile, F0 contours, duration and pause duration are extracted from speech corpus. F0 contours is modeled on five-scale tone model with five-scale tone model, duration and pause duration being the input parameter. Inputting and outputting parameters in a normalized way, obtaining nine regression models by LIBSVM, leading different input parameter to corresponding output. Fig. 1 Framework of emotional speech prosody's conversion Firstly, in the conversion stage, on the basis of test corpus get contextual parameters to be converted speech syllable and PAD value target speech as the input of LIBSVM. Using 9 SVR models which get from the processing of training, respectively predict five-scale tone model parameters, duration and pause duration of target emotional speech's syllable. And using five-scale tone model generates the syllabic pitch envelop of target emotional speech. Meanwhile, STRAIGHT is used to obtain speech spectrum parameters and aperiodic index to switch speech. Finally, by using the generated F0 envelop, predicted duration and pause duration, and getting frequency spectrum parameters and aperiodic key from analyzing STRAIGHT can synthesize target emotional speech. Model pitch contour with five-scale tone model. Although pitch values and pitch ranges vary with gender and age, the shape of pitch contour is stable for a certain tone within a Mandarin. We use the five-scale tone model to depict the shape of pitch contour for four kinds of tone of Mandarin. The five-scale tone model fits a pitch contour with a 4th order polynomial in log domain by eliminating the influence of the pitch range and average pitch, as shown in Equation (1). f is a quadratic curve as shown in Equation (2) denoting the shape of pitch contour for four tones of Mandarin dialect, and i is the ith tone ranging   1...4  0 ( ) i F t is the generated pitch contour of tone i . The original F0 value is used to obtain F0 mean value and f0 range. Then, the time of normalization will be worked out with syllable F0 points. Four polynomial coefficient based on syllables is intended to obtain through Equation (2) . Lastly, syllable F0 contours based on five-scale tone model is obtained during the normalized time through Equation (1) . Prediction model based on SVR. Recently, more robust semi-parametric methods like SVR have been successfully applied to the prediction of WS and other time series. SVR, an extension of Support Vector Machines (SVM), was proposed by [15] . SVR pursues the best trade-off between the model's Empirical Error and the model complexity. This compromise is achieved by constraining SVR regression function ( ) f  to the hyperplanes function class, and employing a margin, also called insensitive tube, around the hyperplane. Moreover, ( ) f  only depends on a reduced set of the training data called the Support Vectors (SV), those which correspond to the active constraints in the optimization problem.
 
Formally, given a data set of the form ( , )
x y R R   , the SVR dual optimization problem is formulated as:
where C is the complexity penalization term, and  , *  correspond to the dual variables for the active constraints [16] . Evenmore, SVR is able to perform a non-linear regression due the kernel trick. Colloquially, it consist in providing SVR with a specific kernel function which maps data from the input space to a high dimensional feature space where a linear regression is performed. Once Eq. (3) is solved and the hyperplane function found, a future value can be predicted employing Eq. (4).
.
Input and output parameters of SVR model. Author extract PAD value of every sentence, tone information of every syllable, the position of every syllables in the prosodic word, the position of every syllable in the prosodic phrase, the position of the syllables in the sentence as input parameters of LIBSVM model, and extract f0 mean value(fc), f0 range value(fd), parameters of f0 counter based on five-scale tone model, duration, silent duration as output parameters of LIBSVM model.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Performance evaluation of five-scale tone model. In order to structure LIBSVM emotional speech prosody conversion model efficiently, the researcher use five-scale tone model to convert all emotional syllabic pitch contour and to establish each F0 model at the syllable level before training LIBSVM model. In order to test five-scale tone model's modeling performance to F0 envelop of syllable, this paper calculates root-mean-square error between pitch contour and original pitch contour of five-scale tone model (see Table 1 ).
In Eq. (5) In order to test the five-scale tone model's performance, we calculates the RMSE between model predicted pitch contour and original pitch contour as shown in Table 1 . We can see that the maximum RMSE error is 6.9 Hz. Therefore, the five-scale tone model can satisfy the requirement of modeling pitch contour. Selecting Parameters of SVR. Obtaining optimal model parameter is to achieve optimal regression prediction. The experiments are all based on LIBSVM work-box. The researcher adopts the way of 5 repeated overlapping to obtain separately each model's optimal punishment parameter and optimal nuclear parameter. It will make model reach high-point. The parameter will be showed in Table 2 . Table 2 Performance evaluation of SVR prediction model. According to the conversion system of the model in this paper, 4/5 experimental corpus are used to LIBSVM model training. After testing more times and cross validation to this model, the researcher gains the optimal parameter of this model. Also the model reaches the optimal state. In this foundation, the researcher regards the rest of 1/5 experimental corpus as testing data, that uses SVR model in the process of training, and then obtains five-scale tone model's parameters of the corresponding emotional statement, duration and pause duration, and also uses five-scale tone model to generate F0 envelop of syllable. In order to prove the performance of SVR, the researcher takes correlation analysis to predicted value and original value of SVR and GRNN models (see Table 3 ). In Table 3 , R means correlation coefficient and R=1 means completely correlate. In SVR model, the highest mean correlation value is relax emotion, and the lowest value is fear which is 0.5047, but those all higher than GRNN model's mean correlation value. Therefore, compared with GRNN model, all forecasting features reach a better correlation under SVR model. Subjective evaluation of the result of the conversion. The researcher explores EMOS to make a subjective evaluation of emotional speech after converting. EMOS evaluation method is mainly focused on the evaluation of the degree of emotional expression, and it uses 5 level rating standards to evaluate the similarity between voice transformation and emotional expression in terms of the original speech. The EMOS evaluation will be divided speech quality into 5 grades, that is, excellent, good, middle, poor and bad and each grade is given value of 5 points, 4 points, 3points, 2 points and 1 point. In the experiment, the researcher chooses 10 students (they are undergraduates, 5 girls and 5 boys) who are never know EMOS. Each student selects randomly 110 sentences to score from 440 experimental conversion sentences. In the evaluation, the first step is to play original emotional speech as a natural voice standard which EMOS score is 5 points, and then EMOS will be used to score the emotional similarity of being tested speech. Finally, after listening scoring results of the evaluation of voice average calculates the final EMOS score, and also calculates its 95% confidence interval, as shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 similar to the typical emotional manifestation of fear, anger and sadness, it not just is in its prosodic features, but pays more attention to the voice, facial expression and psychological aspects reflect. Using some acoustic prosodic features of speech is not able to more fully reflect its emotional components. Therefore, it is caused lower EMOS value of some typical emotions.
Fig. 2 EMOS Subjective evaluation results and 95% Confidence interval From

Conclusions
The researcher establishes a prosodic model of one person's different emotional speech conversion with LIBSVM and finally gets related emotional speech by using PAD three dimensional emotion model and five-scale tone model. The results show that the conversion method in this paper is a practical way under the circumstance of less corpus data. However, because emotional voice is not only presented in the change of F0, so it also needs to add other voice parameters to deeply analyze. The further research will apply PAD three dimensional emotional model to statistical parameter voice synthesis, and achieve emotional voice synthesis of HMM. 
